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Answer one question from Section A and one question from Section B.

SECTION A – Commentary Questions

Answer either Question 1 or Question 2.

Marks are awarded for the quality of written communication in your answer.

1 Study the illustration and answer the questions.
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Ground plan of the temple of Zeus at Olympia

 (a) ‘The major architectural achievement of the 5th century BC.’ How far would you agree with 
this description of the temple of Zeus at Olympia? [25]

 (b) ‘Impressive but not very practical.’ Do you think this statement applies more to the buildings 
and layout of the sanctuary of Zeus at Olympia or the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi? [25]
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Do not answer this question if you have already answered Question 1.

Marks are awarded for the quality of written communication in your answer.

2 Study the photographs and answer the questions.

Pot A

Belly amphora depicting Achilles and Ajax, painted by Exekias
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Pot B

Belly amphora depicting Achilles and Ajax, painted by the Andokides Painter

 (a) With reference to the photographs of pot A and pot B, explain the gains and losses in the 
transition from the black-figure technique to the red-figure technique. [25]

 (b) ‘The most innovative and skilful black-figure artist.’ How far does your study of vase-painting 
support this view of Exekias? [25]

[Section A Total: 50]
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SECTION B – Essays

Answer one question.

Start your answer on a new page.

Marks are awarded for the quality of written communication in your answer.

3 Study the statues below.

   

 Sounion Kouros Diskobolos 

 With reference to these statues, and other works of your choice, explain whether you prefer the 
Archaic or the Early Classical style of free-standing sculpture. [50]
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4 ‘Regular, repetitive and boring.’ How far do you agree with this assessment of Archaic art? Support 
your answer with reference to Archaic art from at least two of the following areas: vase painting, 
architectural sculpture and free-standing sculpture. [50]

[Section B Total: 50]
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